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[CLL234] In which one of the following factual situations  is economic duress most likely 
to be established?
Otunba Ikeh, a business tycoon, threatens to destroy AdamuÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s business if 
Adamu does not agree to transfer his business to Otunba Ikeh

[CLL234] which one of the following relationships is not a 'protected relationship' of the 
kind that would raise an irrebuttable presumption of influence?
The relationship between a bank and customer.

[CLL234] Of the following statements which is inconsistent with the decision in 
Courturier v Hastie (1856) 5 HL 673
The decision might also be explained by the doctrine of frustration because the cargo 
was resold after it had been shipped

[CLL234] One of the following cases represent a situation where a claim for economic 
duress was successful
North Ocean Shipping Co Ltd v Hyundai Construction Co Ltd, The Atlantic Baron 
[1979] QB 705.

[CLL234] Which one of the following statements is a true presentation of the common 
law doctrine of privity of contract?
A person is not bound by a contract to which he is not a party, nor may he enforce the 
contract, even if the contract is expressly made for his benefit.

[CLL234] The doctrine of privity of contract is generally applicable to which one of the 
following contractual documents?
An agency contract

[CLL234] Which of the following statements concerning the decision of the House of 
Lords in Bell v Lever Brothers Ltd [1932] AC 161 are true?
The House laid down a test of 'essential difference' and construed it very narrowly.

[CLL234] which one of the following is not a potentially frustrating event?
A seller is unable to fulfil a contract for sale of goods because one of his suppliers' 
factories has been burned down by accidental fire

[CLL234] One of the folowing statements is true in relation to illegitimate pressure or 
threat
A threat of unlawful action used to obtain a lawful demand normally amounts to 
illegitimate pressure or threat.

[CLL234] Which one of the following situations will the right of the misrepresentee to 
rescission remain unaffected
A bought a painting from B two years ago. It hangs in his private gallery. A recently 
discovered that B had fraudulently misrepresented the provenance of the painting at 
the time of the sale.
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